
As the dynamo mechanism 
converts toroidal field into po-
loidal field, we find that the 
poloidal field is stronger af-
ter the addition of an electri-
cally conducting mantle (Fig. 
3a). We find that the increase 
in the poloidal energy at the 
CMB occurs mostly in the non-
axisymmetric parts of the field 
(Fig. 3c,d). However, these non-axisymmetric components are 
preferentially screened by the conducting mantle layer.

This means that above the conducting mantle layer the poloi-
dal field increases only marginally, or decreases (Fig. 3b). We 
conclude that terrestrial exoplanets with metallised mantles 
should be more difficult to detect than planets without metal-
lised mantles despite generating stronger poloidal magnetic 
fields at the top of the dynamo region.

Results
We find that the addition of an electrically conducting mantle 
to a dynamo increases the strength of both the internal field, 
and the field at the CMB. This is due to the ease with which  
the dynamo is able to shear magnetic field which is anchored 
into a conducting mantle. In Fig. 2 we plot the axisymmet-
ric φ component of the magnetic field for a case where M⁄

O

=0.0025 (1/400) (non-conducting mantle, left) and M⁄
O
=1 (highly 

conducting mantle, right). Note that in the highly conduct-
ing case, a large amount of toroidal field is sheared out at a 
radius coincident with the CMB.
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Motivation
The ever increasing number of exoplanets that have been 
discovered has prompted research into the possible internal 
structure of these planets. In the deep interiors of large ter-
restrial exoplanets (super-Earths), much higher pressures and 
temperatures will be present than occur in the Earth, leading 
to interesting new material properties. These novel material 
properties could have a significant impact on the dynamics 
of planetary evolution in these planets. 

Recent work1,2,3 has shown that at the pressures which are 
expected to exist within super-Earths, some silicates should 
dissociate and metallise, conducting electricity with a con-
ductivity near that of iron. This should have an effect on the 
dynamics of both the mantle4 and the core. Here we use a 
numerical dynamo model which incorporates a conducting 
lower mantle to determine the effect of this metallisation on 
magnetic field generation in terrestrial exoplanets.

Implementation
We use the Kuang-Bloxham 
numerical dynamo model5 to 
simulate magnetic field gen-
eration in the core of a super-
Earth with a conducting man-
tle. The equations this model 
solves are in Box 1.

In our models we choose a 
conducting mantle layer that 
extends from RCMB to 1.07 RCMB 
(where RCMB is the core mantle 
boundary radius) (Fig. 1). The 
relative conductivity of the 
mantle layer is given by M⁄

O
 which varies from 0.0025 (1/400) to 

1 in our simulations. We also choose three inner core sizes 
(0.35RCMB, 0.5RCMB, 0.7RCMB), to represent terrestrial exoplan-
ets in various stages of their thermal evolution. All other pa-
rameters are kept constant and are listed in Box 1.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of a planet with an electrically conducting 
mantle. Our model solves for the region below RM.
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Screening Effect
The addition of a conducting mantle layer should attenuate 
the external field by a factor proportional to e−

√
ωµoσMr/2. Where 

r  is the size of the conducting layer, ω is the characteristic 
timescale of the field, and µo is the magnetic permeability of 
free space. Because small scale field components typically 
vary faster than large scale field components, this will have 
the effect of preferentially damping any observed small scale 
components.

Figure 2: Snapshots of the axisymmetric φ component of the magnetic 
field for RIO=0.35. Left: A simulation without an electrically conducting 
mantle, Right: A simulation with an electrically conducting mantle. Note 
the differing scales in each plot.
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Lorentz Force Coupling
In addition to the screening effect, the dynamo can also be 
affected by magnetic coupling to the mantle. A consequence 
of magnetic flux conservation is the frozen flux theorem, where 
magnetic field lines are frozen into conductors. This means that 
if the mantle conducts electricity, the magnetic field lines com-
ing from the dynamo region will become stuck in the mantle. 
As they are simultaneously frozen into the liquid outer core, 
the large zonal flows that typically form in dynamo simulations 
will shear these magnetic field lines.
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Figure 3: Poloidal energies as a function of mantle outer core conductivity ratio.
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